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　The world of Dickens is characterized by the remarkable Tendering of the people and objects
in their liveliness. Dickens' liveliness is one thing taht can never be･ neglected in considering his
imaginative genius.　In Dickens' world, inanimate obj:ects, as ｗelトas human beings, are
presented as having strong desires to express themselves. Animism with irresistable forces
supportsトthem to assert the existences ｏｆ:their 0ｗｎけhey areがven power to tell their minds,
to explain their unique states ･of being, to join in theﾄhuman ･activities to share the qualities of
hリman beings, making up the unique world which is Ｓｏｍ:etimes specifically called “the Dickens
worldグThis peculiar feature is one thing which soon becomes familiar to the reader who has
perused several of his books. Although it is not fair to 辿ｙ that animism is the dominant force
in making his world fｕ11＼of life, it is important to pay close attention tｏ＼tｈｉＳaspect of his
ｉｍａがnative power in order to 収t more insight into his ｉｍａがnation. The purpose of this paper
is thusﾄtＯﾄoutline the manifestations of animism in his works, giving as many illustrations ４ｓ
possiblや, and also to investigate some qualities of his imaginative powむｒ.　　　六大
トThe best place to start is Dicken's own remark on the making of his characters√related by
J. T. Field as follows :　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　つ　　　●●●●●●　　　　　　　　●●　　　●●●●●
　ニThe growing up of characters in hiSﾀﾞmind never lost for him a sense of the marvellous.
　　　"what ａｎリnfathomable mystery there is in it a11 ド’he said one day. Taking up a wineglass,
　　　he continued :“Suppose I choose to call this ａ ｃｈａｒａｃtｅｒ,ｉａｎｃｙﾚitａ犬man, endue it with
　　　　　　　　　4　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　■　■■　　　　　　　■certain qualities ； and soon the fine filmy webs of thought, almost･impalpable, coming from
　　ニevery direction, we know not whence, spin and weave about it, until it assumes form and
　　六beauty, and becomes instinct with life. (Collins， Intｅｒｖieｗｓ　＆　Ｒｅｃｏｌｌｅ?ｏｎｓ3U一12）
　Ｈｅ印面ｅ can clearly trace the original process of tｈｅ犬making of:his characters, roughly
sketched:though it i5. It is important in 幽iS quotation to note that Dickens takes wineglass to
illustrate his mode of characterization. Ａ wineglass ＩＳ＼an inanimate object, and there appears
to be little correlation between it and ａ character in its fullイorm. What is thus produced is not
to be called a character although Dickens chooses to call it so. What he takes to be ａ character
should be seen on the different plane from those ０.fother writers. This is related with the fact
that Dickens' characeters are, most of all, flat. We can further see Dickens' tendency toward
making use of an inanimate object as the kernelへof his imaginative power in characterization.
As ｈａＳ〉been mentioned, the kernel ０ｆDickens' characterization seems irrelevant to the core of
real human beings. To Dickens' imagination, ａ man can わｅａ winglass provided with human
qualities ；Ｃｏｎやersely a wineglass can be ａ man condensed into the typical shapes in nature. If
we take our step, however, a little further into the peculiar mode of his characterization, we can
see　that it is almost equivalent to the mode of humanization of the inanimate nature一一一一一一
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animistic rendering of non-human existence.∧　　　　＼　∧　　　　　　　　　　　＼
　Humanity melts into the non-human object, without any confrontation between the two. The
inanimate claim their membership φf humanity by suggesting the affinity with human beings;
for example√Ｓｈａｐｅ，ｍｏｖｅｍｅｎt，ａｎｄｐｏＳｉtｉｏｎ‥‥‥‥‥　　Ｉ
　Let us now look at how Dickens' imagination endues the inanimate object with certain
qualities, turning them into ａ kind of imaがnative creatures. To outline Dickens' use of
animism√diverse examples should be taken from several of his works.　　　／
　First of all,“Meditations血Monmouth-Street” in Ｓ?cfieｓ　hｙＢｏｚneeds to be considered as
the remarkable presentation of the imaginative process of animation. The story itself forms
ａ metaphorical canvas cut out from the animism world : the street is called“the burial-place of
the fashions”； the street is occupied by secondhand clothes stores that form “groves of the
illustrious dead” ；there is“ａ deceased coat,”“a dead pair of trousers," “ the mortal remains of
ａ gaudy waistcoat.”Everything is shown to have ａ potentiality to moive of its own accord and
to begin to live its own life. While we know that animistic force presented here is the product
of Boz's imagination, we can hardly resist the strength of the force, so that we are thrown into
the quaint world in which the second-hand clothes with the sorrows and hopes of their
ex-owners are given vitality t0 live their own lives. The way in which those dead clothes come
to life all of a sudden is beyond description.　Boz indulges in
　　the speculations to which they give rise；... endeavouring, from the shapes and fashion of
　　the garment itself, to bring its former owner before our mind's eye … until whole rows of
　　coats have started from their pegs, and buttoned up, 0f theirヶown accord, round the waists
　　of imaginary weares ；lines of trousers have jumped down to meet them ；waistcoats have
　　almost burst with anxiety to put themselves on ； and half an acre of shoes have suddenly
　　found feet to fit them, and gone stumping down the street with ａ noise which has fairly
　awakened us from our pleasant reverie, and driven us slowly away, with a bewildered stare,
　‥　an object of astonishment to the good people of Monmouth-street, and of no slight suspicion
　　to the policemen at the opposite street corner. （75）　　ｉ
　This passage clearly shows us Dickens' subtlety in representing imaginary forms into figures
endowed with a force of existence. The inanimatむobjects I‘suddenly” take actions “of their
own accord” to be accepted as living objects.　Although we are told that all that is described
is the vision produced by Boz's speculations, the description is made with such a skill as to force
us to accept everything that is represented. Particularly to be noticed is this phrase :“with a
noise which has fairly awakened us from our pleasant reverie. The noise which is itself a
product of imagination is told to have awakened the narrator from the reverie.　Here is the
trick which adroitly switches the narrative from an imaginary level to ａ real level. The switch
works with ａ speed and vividness that leaves us wondering if the visions have cut into the range
of our existence and experience. One may cite further example of this trick from among others
in the sketch : Boz has been looking on at“the little pantomime” of the imaginary personages
whom he puts into the shoes and boots of the shop :　　　犬　　　　　　　　　　ニ
　　...to our unspeakable astonishmentレwe perceived that the v/hole of the characters,
　　including ａ numerouｓ　ｃｏｒpｓｄｅ　balletof boots and shoes in the back･ground√into which we
　　had been hastily thrusting as many feet as we could press into the service, were arranging
　　themselves in order for dancing ….(79)
　ぺA^hat is amazing in this passage is that the man who conceives the imaginary figures is
astonished by their enexpected manner of development. It is in fact difficult to see this in terms
of technique in fantastic narrative. Dickens sometimes turns away from the secure position of
realism and gives himself to what might be called supernaturalism, leaving the reader wonder-
ing if the visions are actually seen by himself. We can see here the step that Dickens takes
further into the realm of fantasy, where the images of his imagination begin to get out of his
control and to amaze their own creator. It is true nevertheless that the accuracy and the
vividness of the description of the whole scene is produced by the hand of genius, and we can
never regard them as the product of the mind obsessed by hallucinatons. Supernaturalism is
presented surely in the context of realism, underlining the fact that the figures are merely
visions. We can see this in the frequent reference to his working at the fantastic images (e. g.
“Iｖｅ…beggan fitting visionary feet and legs into ａ cellar-board full of boots and ｓhoeS”［78］
ａｎｄ～一一“we had been hastily thrusting ［into the boots and Ｓｈｏｅｓ］asmany feet as we could
press into the service” in the displayed quotation above). Dickens is obviously conscious of his
power of imagination ；at the same time he is keenly responsive to the wonders of the images
that appear before his mind's eye.
　We can see “Meditation on Monmouth-Street” as ａ demonstration of the early process of
making up characters mentioned above ；and Boz makes up figures out of shoes and clothes
here instead of ａ wineglass by furnishing them with certain qualities al!d charging them with
life. A question arises, however, about what Dickens means by “character.”Dickens says that
he begins his imaginative creation by calling ａ wineglass ａ character and fancy it ａ man. Now
if we look at the product of this method in his novels, we recognize that almost all his
characters can not properly be called characters. There are many critics who suppose Dickens'
characters should be seen on ａ different plane from others. G. H. Lewes deplores that Dickens
substitutes mechanisms .for minds, puppets for characters (65). E. M. Forster thinks that
Dickens' characters are all flat, and are condensed into types (76). Edwin Muir categorizes
Dickens' novels as “novels of characters” in which the characters “never change very much,
thｒｏｕg1!changing scenes, through the various modes of existence,”and contrasts it with
dramatic novels which show us “the characters changed by their interaction on one another” in
the changeless scenes (60). Mr. Micawber in ＤａｖｉｄＣｏｐｐｅｒｆｉｅｌｄ丿orexample, is remembered
with his sanguinary character and his corpulent constitution as well as his favourite phrase “If
anything will turn up …”; and every time we meet him we do not change our view of him at
all because he looks the same, and behaves and talks in the same way. As typical of Dickensian
characters, he is not ａ person who is remembered with the full form of his characteristics. If
the memorable characters are presented in such ａ manner, then even more condensed form of
flatness is given to ａ mere walking-part because of the simplicity of his or her role ；an example
of this in the same novel is the second-hand clothes dealer whom David attempts to sell his
coatけhe force of his existence is summarized in the fearful cries“Gorro ！　Goroo ！” and we
remember him largely for his cries.
　Dickens' own explanation (that was cited at the outset of this paper) about the process of his
characterization leads us to see the reason why there is such ａ mechanicality and flatness in
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Dickens' characters. He starts by charging the inanimate with
beings or anything animated.
II
　What has been shown in the preceding section the mechanicality
characters deserves ａ detailed consideration. Before going into t]
may now １００ｋmore closely into the questions of (1) where his tendency
from; (2) what is the manner in which Dickens observes the
significance his remarkable observation has to hisimaginative power
animism.
　Where is the source of his tendency toward being fascinated by
non-human shapes around him ？ We have an interesting evidence to
related with human
id flatness of Dickens'
　subject, however, we
)ｗａｒdanimism comes
objects ；and (3) what
in respect to
force of animism in
)ｗ the origin of this
facet of his imagination. In ａ psychological light“Ａ Christmas Tree” exposes the child's mind
almost rent by the fear of the irresistible force of the inanimate existence:
1 100k into my youngest Christmas recollections ！　All　toys at
among the green holly and red berries, is the Tumbler with his
wouldn't lie down, but whenever he was put upon the floor,
ニ
about, until he rolled himself still,and brought those lobster eyes
when ｌ affected to laugh very much, but in my heart of hearts
of him …(4-5)
As the author says at the outset of the quotation, this is ａ
l find. Up yonder,
in his pockets, who
in rolling his fat body
of his to bear upon me
extremely doubtful
of his childhood, in
which toys 一一 most familiarobjectsfor children are describedto be like his fellow
creatures. Let us look closely at these images. Ａ toy has ａ volition
“wouldn't lie down,”and “persisted” in rolling his fat body about upon
not only those obvious animism as cited just now, but also ａ texture in
:the Tumbler
Then we have
inanimate are
called “he” or “Ｓｈｅ”instead of“it," "cardboard lady” or “cardboard man” instead of “paper
doll,”and “ａ creature” instead of“ａ thing.”The child thinks the turn
person一一though good-natured” (6). The sights of toys are reproc
which the child viewing them has no choice but to admit them into
　One quality of Dickens' animism is that the inanimate objects once
horrible”(4); when the cardboard man, being hung against the wall an
his legs round his neck …he was ghastly” (5);“When did that dreadful
(5).Ｔｈｅ quality of animism is paradoxically enhanced by the child's
to be “ａ weak-minded
卜ｎ ａ whole picture in
same plane as his.
さed with life are often
wax on his tail ... was
pulled by ａ string,“got
vlask firstlook at me ?”
）ｗｎawareness of what
those toys are really made of, and his refusal to take them entirely to be lifeless, that is, dead:
“Nothing reconciled me to it [the Mask]….Nor was it any
and see that it was made of paper" (5).Thｕs one source of Dickens an
coming back to life. The key to this point is found in the following
　　…why was l so frightened that the sight of it is an era in my life？
to be shown the Mask,
ism is the fear of death
in itself；it is even meant to be droll；why then were its stolid fe叫ures so intolerable ？ …
Perhaps that fixed and set change coming over ａ real face, infused into my quickened heart
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　l
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　　　some remote suggestion and dread of the universal change that is to come (ｊｎevery face,
　　and make ｉtﾊﾟstill？(5)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●･　　　　　　　犬　　　　犬　＝　　………
　As often in Dickens, here the speculation which has a significance to be:developed further
stops short at the suggestion of of some keen insights into the notion of death. It is noteworthy
that the concepts and the images of death t:ake an important part in Dickens' works, and they
are described almost always as the causeしof his instinctive and perpetual dread∠In the
quotation above it is clear that Dickens associates the blankness of the mask with the image
of ａ dead man. What is most striking and important to him, however, is the irresistible force
with which the mask with the death image on it influences the mind of the sensitive chi!d. The
mask obsesses the child :　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト　　　１　　　十　／　　　　　　1
　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　ゝ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　.・∧The mere recollection of that fiχed face, the mere knowledgeﾀﾞof its existence anywhere,
　　ふwas sufficient to awake me in the night al卜perspiration and horror, with,“Ｏ↑k=ｎｏＷ it's
　coming! 0 the mask ！”(5)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ニ　　　　ト　　　　　　●●●●●●
　We must now consider the question of whyトthe child is so dreaded with the image of death
coming back to life. It is a difficult question t０answer ; but at least we may suppose that the
inanimate objects which become suddenly animated oblige ｕＳﾚto take away thむ line between
death and life. We liｖ(ンー―or we suppose 曲ａt we live inthをworld where death is pushed
back to the realm of death. In the world of animism, however, dead things suddenly come to
life on the premise that there is no distinはトlinebetween death and life. This is really ａghastly
world, because the premise equally admits that life can fall into the tｅａ!ｍof death at any time.
Thei皿eraction of death and life seems to be one major theme in Dickens novels, especilallyﾚin
his later years. (Ｏｎｅremarkable manifestation of this is ４ 几か of Two aだes, in which Doctor
Mannette is shown to be recalled t0 life from the statむ of living corpse, but always to be yin
danger of turning back to be ａ ruined man.) ・..･･･　　　　.・.・.　　　　　　.･・　　　j　　　　　　　l
　“Ａでhristmas Tree" is ａ beautiful sketch which describes the memory of the七hildhood
fantasy mixed with fear ¬ the fear of the inanimate foreむ latent in ａｎｙトobjecしsimulating
human shapes. They are dむscribed by the adult author, and it is obvious that it is a remembered
images which those toys impressed upon tｈｅつcMld'mind, and stillcontinue to impres:Ｓ upon 皿Ｓ
adult's mind.
　Chi!dren's general dread of the inanimate objects and their animistic associatioれｓ are natural
in the development of their minds.^ Whatﾄis not natural is that Dickens as an intelligent adult
man is stilトfascinated with animistic observation of his surroundings.　It can be seen as
ａｂ面rmal sometimes. As early as 1846, we read in an article inBlackｗｏｏｄ’ｓＭａｇａｚｉｎｅ：　ニ
　　　What l admire most … is your fine fをeling of humanity - the instinct, as it were, and
　　　dumb life which you manages to extract from inanimate objects ‥ａＳwell as from
　　　articulately-speaking men. Your very furniture has a kind of automatic life；you can make
　　　an ０１ｄchest of drawers wink waggishly from theトcorner, and ａ boot-jack in your hands
　　　becomes ａイellow of infinite fancy. This is all very pleasant and delightful ；though l tねink,
　　upon the whole√you give us ａ little too much of it, for Ｉ cannot fancy myself quite
　　しcomfortablむin a r:oom with every article of the furniture maintainining ａ sort of espionage
　　　upon my doings. (W. E. Aytoun,“Adｖ=ｉＣｅ to an Intending Serialist" ; (C6111nｓ,　Ｃｆｉtical
　ト双肩tage 209)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　I･
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　No one may deny that Dickens gives us a little too much of animism; but in fact his animistic
description is one thing which greatly contributes to the making of the Dickens world, espe-
cially in respect to its quality of humanism, warmth and livelines. Animism is the effort of
extracting anything related with the physical and emotional qualities of human beings.
Examples to illustrate this abound throughout his novels. One remarkable example is /１
ＣｈｒiｓtｍａｓＣａｒｏ□ｎ which joys of human life are instantly reflected in the animistic dりscription
of the Christmas market :　＼　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ト
　　てrhe poulterers' shops were still half open, and the fruiterers' were radiant in their glory.
　　There were great, round, pot-bellied baskets of chestnuts, shaped like the waistcoats of
　　‥jollｙ old gent!emen, lolling at the doors, and tumbling out into the street in their apoplectic
　　opulence. There were ruddy, brown-faced, broad-girthed Spanish Onions, shinig in the
　　fatness of their growth like Spanish Friars, and winking from their shelves in wanton
　　slyness at the girls as 串ｅｙ went by, and glanced demurely at the hung-up mistletoe. (41)
　What we see in this quotation is an abundancy of life, and Dickens here endeavours to
represent anything suggestive of warm-hearted feeling essential to human beings. ThリＳ the
chestnuts are compared to the waistcoats of jolly ０１ｄgentleman ； Spanish Onions,∧likewise
compared to Spanish Friarn, are given wanton slyness and dare t6 wink at the girls. Here is
Dickens' animism 瓦t its best ； and if the final purpose of the book is to make the artistic
description of happiness, which sometimes becomes, as Ｇ. K. Chesterton thought, an impossible
job (105-6), Dickens' rendering of happiness in verbal art is thought to be successfuトmain!ｙ
because his observation is not toward human mind. psychology of happiness, but toward the
surrounding objects which reflect the h･appiness of ａ happy man.　　　　　　＼　　　　　　ト
　The Christmas happiness shown in Dickens' works is what has attracted the readers over ａ
century ； and it is with the Santa ･Claus image that they often associate the novelist. It is worth
noting the manner in which animism contributes to the represention of Scrooges' turning
suddenly into ４ good man in Christmas happiness. In fact the atmosphere that surrounds him
has the evocation which steeps him irresistibly in the unique world －一一 this is “the Dickens
world" full 0f vivacity and warmheartedness inducing him to share those feelings with the
world round him.　　　　　　　　　　　尚
　べA''e are aware, however, that the Christmas image is not Dickens' ･only association, and we
may now turn a while to have ａ glance at that grotesque side of Dickens' imagination because
this is an important facet of some of his works. Examples are again numerous, and later we
shall see to some extent ａ set of symbolic use of animism in dreary and grotesque manner in
LiｔｔｌｅＤｏｒｒit. We may cite here ａ notable one from Ｍａｒtin　Ｃｈｕｚｚleｗit，＼ｎwhich Mr. Fips' office
is portrayed with a touch of quaintness and grotesqueness :
　　Ａ great, black, sprawling splash upon the floor in one corner, as if some ０１ｄclerk had cut
　　his throat there, years ago, and had let ｏＵtいink instead of blood. （6/10）
　It should be noted that this is not merely ａ fancy but that it forms part of the feelings of the
surroundings in Fips' office, thus contributing to the plot of 山ｅ story一一づｎ fact the grotesque
images of the inanimate associated with human bodies are themselves the events which put the
plot forward. Randoph Quirk points out the choric effect of the expressiveness of the inani-
ｍａ紬2 ； and we must note in this Ｃｏｎｎむction that often the effeはs are sinister ones. Consider,
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for exampleﾀﾞthe reflection of Time's heartless recording of the life of Paul on his death-bed
upon the ticking of the clock, repeating Dr. Blimber's greeting, “how, is my, lit, tie, friend ？
how, is my, lit, tie, friend ｙ’{Dombe'
　　Priscilla Gibson points out the preposterousness of Dickens' plot, saying that “in creating
plot, Dickens was more often than not carried away by the shaping of action for its own sake.
He was not ♪パ加αバかinterested in the relation between character and action, but attempted to
patch up these inconsistencies later ….ぺA^e can detect this confusion in aim, and consequent
weakness in plotting, by Dickens's frequent use of animism to supply the motivation for his
actions”(286). What she says may be applied particularly to his use of “animism” for “choric
effect”(in Quirk's term); To take an example, Chapter xxix of ＤａｖｉｄＣｏｐｔｅｒfieldc oses with
“Never more, ０ｈGod forgive you, Steerforth ！ to touch that passive hand in love and friendship.
Never, never more ！”(437) making a hint on Steerforth's treachery in the future, and the
evocation in the exclamation is made resounding later in the novel by the animation of “the
great voice of the sea ｗ江h its eternal ‘never more'” implying the unhappiness of Emily unabled
to be redeemed (670).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＝
　　Animism is most vivid and evocative in the representation of sinister feelings. In Dickens'
“dark” novels we find animism almost always in the presentation of the key images related
with the themes of the novels. InＨａｒｄ　Ｔｉｎ.the smoke coming out of the factory-むhimneys
are represented as “interminable serpents” which “trailed themselves for ever and ever, and
never got uncoiled” ；and “the piston of the steam engine worked monotonously up and downn
like the head of an elephant in ａ state of melancholy madness” （Ｈａｒｄ　Ｔｉｍｅｓ.23). The fogs that
dominate the opening scene ｏｉＢｌｅａｋ　Ｈｏｍｓｐ,iｓ well-known, and the sinister inpression of the
whole scene is the result of animistic force, symblosing the fruitless effort of the peop!ｅ
とoncerned with the case of Jarndyce and Jarndyce and the hopelessness of the workings of the
Court. As the attack against the English society comes to be the main theme in his later years,
Dickens' use of animism becomes more complex and subtle. The most remarkable example of
this can be found no doubt in hiｔｔle.　Ｄｏｒｒit一thewhole scenes that lie before Arthur Clennam
in his gloomy travel to his home in Book ｌ，Chapter iii: the church bell is heard is heard by the
man as sounding “Come to church, Come to church, Come to church !”“urging the populace in
ａ voluble manner,”but the bell soon “became aware” of the scantiness of the congregation, and
sank “in low spirit” clinging, “They won't come, They won't come, They won't come !”(29).
The fiery jets of a lamp sprang up under lamplighter's touch, and seemed “astonished at being
suffered to introduce any show of brightness into such ａ dismal scene” (30). Many years ago,
Arthur's old house “had it in its mind to slide down sideways ；it had been propped up, however,
and was leaning on some half-dozen gigantic crutches” (31). These major evocations are
reinforced by the minor effects of animated objects in the surroundings :“ten thousand respon-
sible houses surrounded him, frowning…heavily on the streets they ＣｏｍｐｏＳｅｄ”(28). It is“wet
umbrellas” - not pedestrians with umbrellas 一一一一thatbegan to appear when it began to rain
（30）.“Ａ wretched little bill, FOUND DROWNED, was weeping on the wet wall" (31). A table
is“maimed,”ａ wardrobe “crippled,”and so on（38レA11 these things merge into the whole force
of the scene to the extent where it seems that inanimate objむcts, once animated, begin t０lead
their own lives in the fiction. Inanimate objects connected with human activities seem to
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project themselves to the foreground as if to assert their own humanity
is an event which puts the scene into motion, and this is to compens;
realistic plot. It is true, furthermore, that the touch of animation is sor
ａ symbolic effect一一one can of course easily interpret the propped
In fact their animation
Dickens' weakness in
imes employed to give
l house of Arthur's as
the symbol ０ｆEnglish society (31):the garret bed-room and the ｗｏｒり-outfurniture imply ａ
prison and its wretched prisoners, whicl:! seem directly related･with the^ novel's theme (37-38);
the ominous sense of evils coupled with the hero's grave dλΓｋmood dominates all that is
observed, and shadows his memory of the miserable childhood.　　　i
　　　　　ニ　　　　ダ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　．　　　　　　　(The end of Part One)
Note
‐ ? ?
I　Animism in childhood is much discussed by the psychologist Jean Piaget. Ｓｅｅ、for example、Ｔhｅ
ａﾂ!sとて21::こﾆrt71j
k
27tこ
uage, Quirk says that“in some novels iof hiｓ],the expressiveness
of the inanimate works with a powerful choric effect through recurrent symbols" (13).
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